In addition to the usual space and time, the two degrees of freedom which may be concerned in the mass of elementary particles are introduced. Based on the fundamental postulate with respect to the symmetry in the above new degrees of freedom, as well as the invariance under the proper Lorentz-tr~tnsformation, we shall try to formulate a theory and approach the violation law of the parity .conservation and of the invatiance under the particle conjugation in connection with the strength of interactions. It is shown that our theory has a close relation to the two-component neutrino theory proposed by Lee and Yang and also to Landau's theory. § 1. Introduction Recently, Lee and Yang) proposed an important question of the parity conservation m the weak interactions. Being motivated by their proposal, Wu et al. 2 ) made an experiment of {9-decay of the oriented nuclei and demonstrated the right and left asymmetry by which Lee and Yang's anticipation, the violation of the parity conservation and that of the invariance with respect to the particle conjugation, was confirmed. Thereupon, Lee and Yang, 3 ) and Landau 4 J have proposed a theory of the two component neutrino,. expecting that such unfamiliar results of experiments may be attributed exclusively to the special property of the neutrino which has the vanishing mass. Further, Salam:') also 'has proposed independently ·a similar theory from a slightly different point of view. Although their theories seem to be successful ·in giving the violation law of the parity conservation in the processes in which the neutrino takes part in, they do not solve the well-known r-8 puzzle. Furthermore, the above authors 4 ),aJ have pointed out the possibility that the weak interactions are invariant under the particular combination among the space reflection, the time reversal an.d the particle conjugation, for example, the combination of the space reflection and the particle conjugation as in Landau's theory. These attempts, however, cannot explain why the weak interactions are invariant under a special combination of reflections, but not under the others. In other words they have not given any answer in what way the violation of reflection invariances takes place in each process. Now, we believe that the violation law of the conservation of the parity and the strangeness or the isotopic spin in the weak interactions7l is so closely related to the fundamental aspect of the structure of elementary particles that it may give a hopeful clue to the possibility for future theory. In order to turn the present negative situation
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S. Tanaka into a pos1t1ve direction, we should try to investigate the violation law of the invariances from a broad view-point.
As a result of the discovery of m,any new particles, we became aware of th~ distinctions of elementary particles, for insta1:1ce, a~out the strength of the couplings. However, there seems to exist a slightly profound aspect concerning the property of the strong and the weak couplings themselves.
For example, in the hypothesis of the composite theory of new particles proposed by Sakata, SJ interactions of such as
AAAA, NNNN, AANN
are conceived to be strong, and i)
-('.l)
to be weak. 9 > .It is noteworthy that, qualitatively speaking, in the strong interactions the same kind of particles appear necessarily in pair, but in the weak interactions the combination of particles is not always so. That is, the strong coupling may be characterized by the conservation of the type of elementary particles. Therefore, we can speculate that each elementary particle possesses some internal mass structure concerned with the parity, and that the condition of the overlapping of these internal mass wave functions of elementary particles interacting on each other is responsible for the distinction of the strong and the weak interactions and for the violation of the conservation of the parity. However, we like to point out that there seems to exist some distinction among the weak interactions themselves. In fact, the weak interaction of (ii)-(1 · 2), which is considered to be responsible for K-meson decay, 9 > differs from that of (i)-(1·2) in the following point. In the former interaction only baryons, each of which has strong couplings with other particles, take part in, while in the latter interactions leptons, each of which has only weak coupli.ngs with other particles, take part in. We shall hereafter call the interactions (i) and (ii) in (1 · 2) the weak interaction of the first kind and that of the second kind, respectively. In order to explain theoretically the distinction between the strong interactions ( 1 · 1) and the weak .interaction of the second kind (ii)-( 1 · 2), both of which are concerned only in baryon fields, it seems necessary to consider a kind of structure of elementary particle reflecting also some entity by which the nucleon and the A-particle may be distinguished, in addition to the· parity mentioned above.
In the theories 7 > of Nishijima and Gell-Mitnn, the term "strangeness" .or " ~-charge" seems to represent such an entity and just .the violation of its conservation characterizes the weak interaction of the second kind.
In the present paper, we shall confine ourselves only to the violation of the parity. conservation· as the first step and tentatively try to explain mainly the distinction between the strong interaction and. 'the weak in'teraction of the first kind and to obtain the. violation law of the parity conservation, . introducing the new degrees of freedom concerning. the mass structure . of elementary particles. As discussed in the preceding section, the mas~ structure and the parity seem to be intimately related. Therefore, it is quite desirable that the basic equation reflects the situation of the above relation betw~en mass .-and parity. Let us consider a basic equation of the spinor field, where 1 and 75 of the Dirac matri:x: play rather an important role for its parity determination as is well known. On the other hand, the main features of the usual Dirac equation should be kept in our basic equation.
Taking. into consideration · the above requirement, we propose the six dimensional basic e_quation, The confirmation of the above solution will be given in the appendix III. Now, we can define the particle conjugate fields of ?P"-;1 (x!L, xa)' s by 
. 
Then, by comparing ( 2 · 7) and ( 2 · 8) with ( 2 · 14) , we ea8ily find the following relations,
Furth~r, in this case, only one discrete mass spectrum tez.,. may be obtained, since the behavior of one of IJf ;
from the boundary condition of the other one owing to the above-relation (2·24). The corresponding unified field fJf II ( xp., x .. ) becomes (2. 25) Thus, we obtained two possible choices of the unified fields fJf 1 and fJf 11 from two alternative standpoints.* However it seems of course premature to say, at the ·present stage, which one is superior to· the other. Now, itshould be noticed that our theory has a close relation to the theory of the two component neutrino proposed by Lee and Yang, 3 > and also Landau.~4> In fact, if in our. theory the mass spectrum can involve the vanishing mass, which may correspond to the neutrino, the angular mom~tum· j of its mode must be ±-!, ·e. g.,. l=O, as easily see,n from (2 · 7) or (2 · 8) and the corresponding field becomes
* We postulate the second quantization of the unified field ~~ or !P"n is performed by taking the ·usual commutation relation for the Dirac fields ¢± (xp., a:r,.), w.h~h are involved in the expression of the unified .fields, that is, [cfJE(:rc~'-' a:i,.), "¢E'(:rc/, a:~;.,.,)]+::i/i•S(-:rc~~ X8w 8im,ltmt, where e (ore') denotes the symbols±.
::;,.
-:':.
...
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This is just' the result of the theory of the above authors. At the end of this section, we shall show that the rotation RM (2 · 4) can berepresented by a unitary transformation u" as follows,
It is easily verified that such a unitary operator U" can be determined by
Therefore, from (2 · 7) and (2 · 8), we obtain In the appendix I, modifying our fundamental postulate slightly, we shall investigate the other possible picture of the elementary particles, where the elementary particle is specified by the plane wavesolution with the square boundary in the new degrees of freedom. § 3.
Interactions of elementary particles
In this section, we shall investigate the interaction of elementary particles, taking the non-linear interaction of the Fermi type for the unified field. In order to set up the interaction Hamiltonian of the Fermi type, which must be invariant under RL and RM from our fundamental principle, at first we have to form the bilinear quantities of the unified fields, which are irreducible representation of RL and RM. These quantities ~re given in Table I . It may be easily confirmed, by making use of the transformation property of the unified field (2·3) and (2·4), that each quantity has the transformation property shown in the Table.   Table I type RL 
Ei=± limi
where Q is to represent symbolically arbitrary one of (3 · 3). It is sufficient, however, for the consideration of the general terms to investigate only the special term of (3 · 4), :find here exists the strict conservation of the angular momentun in the new degrees of freedom, that is; it+j3 =j2+j4, where j,=l,+~ or -(l~.+- §) corresponding to ¢;+-field or rp--field. As seen from (2·31), this is ~he direct consequence from the invariance of our theory under the rotation Rx.
b) In general, however, the violation of the parity conservation occurs, with the exception of the case. discussed ~ d). This is shown by the coexistence of the even coupling and the odd coupling. As seen from the appendix II, the mixing ratio of both couplings is definitely determined theoretically from the mass structures of elementary particles interacting on each other. when the elementary coupling constants gA's and f.,/s of the interactions (3 ·1) and (3 ·2) are real, of which the reality of the formers, necessarily comes from the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. This statement can be also proved ditectly by using the property of the unified field. In fact, using (2 ·19), (2 · 25), (2 · 7), and (2 · 8), we can show first that
where Rw IS the unitary operator concerning the usual Wigner time reversaP 01 defined by (3 ·13) and p IS an arbitrary phase factor with the modulus 1. Therefore, by using (3 ·12) and (3 ·12)' and the reality of [A's, we can show the invariance of the theory, that is/ 0 >
(RwH<A>(x;, -x4)R)i!)T=H<A>(x,,.), } (RwH<A>' (xi, -x 4 ) Rii/) T =H<A>r (xP-).
(3 ·14)
In the same way, we can show the invariance of our theory under the combined inversion of the space reflection and the particle conjugation. However, our theory cannot as a whole be invariant under tqe other inversions such as the space reflection, the Pauli time reversal or the strong reflectionu> of the space and time; since the unified field can not have such a simple property as (3 ·12) and (3 ·12)' under those inversions. Of course, this does not mean that any interaction term H(l;m£) cannot be invariant under those inversions, but it is shown below that the special interaction term can be invariant under any inversions. d) Let us consider the case where four particles interacting on each other belong to the same kind of particle, that is, they have same quantum numbers (/, m). The interactions, NNNN and A-AA-A in (1·1), which are characterized as the strong interac~ tion, belong to such a case. Therefore, it is desirable that, in such a case, the parity mixing disappears. In fact, taking into account the explicit form of the effective couplings (A 2 · 1) -( A2 · 9) , we find that the odd coupling constants g~', g A', {i, fi vanish completely in this case if we set [A's to be real and gn=gm and [n=fm· However, even if such a condition of the coupling constants is assumed, the parity mixing takes place for the interaction as A ANN in ( 1 · 1) , which is considered to be responsible for the strong coupling concerning K-meson. However, since at the present stage of experiment we have ·no definite knowledge of K-meson, it seems premature to speak if the violati;,n of the parity conservation in this interaction is undesirable. e) As seen from (3-'9)-{3·11) or (A2·1)-(A2·9), the strength of coupling of the elementary particles is decided by the magnitude of the elementary coupling constants 
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g}s, fit's, and the mass structure of the elementary particles. Therefore, the condition of the overlapping_ of the mass wave functions and the magnitude of the masses of the Jour interacting particles may be responsible for the distinction of the strength of coupling. About the first argument, we may say qualitatively that for the interactions as (i)- (1-·2) . where several kinds of particles having a _large mass difference from each other take place in somewha-e irregular way, the strength of coupling may become weak in camparison with that of (2 ·1) ,. because of the unfavorable overlapping of the mass wave functions. The detailed argument about this point will be given in _the next section.
f) It is worthwhile to notice that the tensor c·oupling, the .existence of which has been confirmed in the f9-coupling/ 2 > is obtained only from the derivative couplings H mr and H<IV>'. At first-sight, the tensor coupling ~ay be obtained also from the scalar and pseudoscalar_ couplings in H{l) (l,mi), if we exchange the order of the spinor fields in the Fermi coupling following the treatment given by Fierz.n> However, two tensor couplings derived from the scalar and the pseudoscalar couplings in this way cancel each other since.
as seen from (3 · 6) and (3 · 9), the scalar and the pseudoscalar couplings in H{l) occur in the equal weight and the opposite sign. § 4. Summary and outlook · With the intention to explain the inner relation which may exist between the strength of couplings and the violation of the parity conservation, the six dimensional equation wasproposed in place of the usual four dimensional Dirac equation. The elementary particle; is represented as a special solution of this basic equation, which is characterized by the mass _and the angular momentum in the new degrees of freedom.
The two componentneutrino is obtained as the special case when the mass spectrum involves the vanishing mass.
From the Fermi-interactions of elementary particles, which is constructed basing on the symmetry in the new degrees of freedom, we find that, in general, the parity mixing occurs in a definite rate and that, if we impose the simple condition to the elementary coupling constants, then the theory becomes invariant under the Wigner time reversal and in the interaction among the identical _particles, the parity mixing disappears. Now, at a moment, let us focus our attention on the strength of interactions. Wecan empirically classify the interactions into the strong and the weak ~ouplings as ( 1· 1) and (1-· 2), e~Cduding the electromagnetic interaction. As remarked in the introdactio-n,. we should, however, distinguish the weak interactions of the first and the second kinds. From the starting pomt of view of our theory, it is expected that at least the weakness. of the interaction of the first kind in comparison with the strong interaction of (1 ·1) can be e~Cplained by using the theoretical distinction between the baryon and lepton fields .. In fact, we can distinguish the baryon and the lepton, for instance, by the magnitudeof the ansqlar momentum j, and -masses in our theory.-Then, as seen from the argument in e) in the preceding section, the difference of the magnitude of the angular momentum and of the masses between baryon arid lepton or among leptons themselves affects to make the overlapping of ~he mass wave function in the weak interaction of the first kind to 306 S. Tanaka be unfavorable and to weaken the effective coupling compared with the strong interaction. Further, if we adopt the derivative interactions of ( 3 · 2) , the factors concerning the mass appears explicitly in the effective coupling constants as shown in (3 ·10) and (3 ·11) or (A2·5)-(A2·10), and they also, in addition to the above cause, affect to weaken the strength of the weak interaction ·of the first kind compared with that of the strong interaction of (1 ·1), by the order of (te1/ teh) or (te1/ teh) 2 , where te1 and teh represent the masses of the lepton and the baryon in an average sense. There seem to exist more reasons which make it preferable to adopt the derivative couplings rather than the non-derivative ones. At first, the mass factor in the effective couplings characteristic to the derivative coupling makes it possible to weaken the strength of the interactions such as p. p. p. p.' e e e e' or p. p.ee, which are experimentally undesirable interactions, by the order of (te1/ teh) 2 compared with that of the strong interactions while otherwise the strength of the former :interactions becomes comparable to that of the latter ones so far as we take into accou.nt orily the effect of the overlapping of the mass wave functions. Secondly, as stated in f) in § 3, only the derivative couplings, H(IJI and H<Wl', e~able to give the tensor coupling.
Now, consider the weak interaction of the second kind, which is concerned only with ·the baryon fields contrary to that of the first kind. Therefore, in order to explain theoretically the distinction of the coupling strength between the strong interactions of ( 1 · 1) and the weak interaction of the second kind, both of whiCh are concerneo with ·the baryon fields only, we have to provide an unequivocal difference between the nucleon and the A-particle in our theory itself. However, taking into account the conservation of the angular momentum j in our theory, we find that the nucleon and the A-field must have a same angular momentum and consequently they have no definite qualitative difference ,beside the slight mass differedce. On the other hand, in the theories 7 l of Nishijima and Gell~Mann, the nucleon and the A-particle are distinguished by the strangeness or the isotopic spin, and the weak interaction of the second kind is just the case where the :conservation of the strangeness or the isotopic spin is violated. It is, however, evident from the begin~ing as remarked in the introduction that the present theory involves such a limit of applicability, so far as we do not introduce some entity concerned with the strangeness or isotopic spin beside the paiity. We are now investigating several possibilities to generalize our basic equation so as to involve the isotopic spin according to a suggestion by Dr. T. Nakano.
The author would like to express his sincere thanks to Dr. K. Aizu, Dr. S. Machida, and Dr. T. Nakano for many helpful discussions.
Appendix I
In this appendix, we shall consider another specification of the elementary particles by imposing a square periodic boundary upon the unified field in place of the circular one treated in the text. Then, the elementary particle can be represented as a plane wave By using (AI· 3) and
(AI· 5) can be rewritten as 
The general solution lff III (xiL, xa) can be represented as a linear superposition of lff mn (xiL
Before investigating the interaction in detail, we shall consider the transformation.
property of the unified fields lff III ( xiL, xa) under several inversions. Contrary to the unified fields lff 1 and lff n, lff III has a simple transformation. property under the particleconjugation, but not under the Wigner time reversal. In fact, under the particle conjugation RA which is defined by 14 a2-al sin a;-aa 2 2 Appendix III
In this appendix we shall show the validity of the solution of (2 · 7) and (2 · 8) following the orthodox way given by T. Nakano. Using the polar coorninate of (x 5 , x 6 ), (A3 ·1) we can express the angular momentum j and the square of the mass operator M 2 as follows,
. ·( a a )' . 
